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A. English Contest for Fun 
 
  

  
 

C. Teaching achievement 

D. Share and exchange 

E. Teaching material and aids：  

The more we get together,  
the smarter we will be!  

6 games include: 
1. Word Puzzle(personal +team work):  
     Each one gets one word puzzle first, and then you 
     can help the others to finish. The more puzzles you 
     work out, the more scores your team get. 
2. Fantastic Songs(personal) :  
    Each one fills the blanks by listening to the 2 songs. 
3. Excellent Readers(team work):  
    The team reorder the sentences of the story  
    correctly.   
4. Nature Watch(team work):  
    The team look at a picture for 3 minutes and  
    memorize as many pictures as possible, and then 
    do the memory test by writing down the answers. 
5. Clothes Rhymes( team work):  
    Write the names of the clothes and find the rhyme 
    with each of the clothes. 
6. Best Partner Q & A ( 2 persons in pair):  
   (1-1)-name the animals in order;   
   (1-2)-number the animal you hear in order 
   (2-1)-Say1- 10 sentences;     ( 2-2)-write true or false 
   (3-1)-Ask 11-20 sentences;  (3-2)-write true or false 

B. How the Contest Proceeds: 

1. Posters in the school campus  
2. The training of the game guiders in the 9th grade 

3. Each class of the 8th grade struggles for the top 9 

1. Strengthening spelling ability by understanding  
     the sentences and a short article. 
2. Learning writing skills by organizing the short  
    stories. Strengthening listening  
3. comprehension by listening to English songs and 
    filling in the blanks to complete the lyrics 
4. Learning more words about nature through the 
    combination of pictures and memory. Expressing 
    what you memorize in English correctly. Raising 
    the cooperation among teammates. 
5. Learning English rhymes by the combination of 
    clothes and pictures. Understanding the basic  
    knowledge of phonetics. 
6. Training the abilities of listening and speaking by 
    Q and A 

     Top 9                                   How We Feel 

1. 6 world puzzles 
2. 4 sets of short story sentences in wrong order  
3. 6 CD players & earphones  
4. Pictures about the nature   
5. Rhyme Pictures and clothing hint pictures 

6. 20 animal pictures & 2 sets of sentences 


